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sultant is the initial impulse F minus the final reaction F, or simply 
zero; in this case, however, there may be a couple which tends 
to twist the pipe, unless the impulse and reaction lie in the same 

straight line. 
The dynamic pressure developed in a unit of length of the curve 

will now be found. Let the pipe at A in Fig. 156a have the length 
Sl, and let 0 be nearly oº, so that its value is the elementary angle 
38. Then in the above formula P' becomes the elementary radial 

pressure oPi, and 8P1 = 2 sin } 38 · F = FW 

~ow since 30 = 8lf R, where R is the radius of the curve, the dynamic 
pressure developed in the distance U is FU/ R, and that for a unit of 
length is F/ R. Accordingly, by Art. 153, this pressure is 

P1=E=~!._ 
R R 2g 

The unit-pressure p' is found by dividing P1 by a, and the correspond
ing head h

1 
is found by dividing p' by w ¡ hence 

and 

are the \18.lues for one unit of length of the curve. The dynamic 
pressure-head h1 is developed in every unit of length of the pipe. It 
is not k.nown how these influence the static pressure or how they aff ect 
piezometers. Nor is it known whether they combine so that the dy
namic pressure becomes greater with the distance from the beginning 
of the curve. Undoubtedly, however, a part of h1 is expended in 
causing cross-currents whereby impact results and sorne of the static 
head is lost. This loss should be proportional to h1 and proportional 
to the length l of the curve, or, if d is the diameter of the pipe, 

lv2 d lv2 l,12 
h111 = m1 - - = mi - · - - = Ji - -

R 2g R d 2g d2g 

in which the curvature factor f 1 depends upon the ratio R/ d. This 
investigation appears to indicate that pipes of the same diameter and 
of diff erent curvatures give the same loss of head, if the central angle 
is the same; but, as seen in Art. 91, certain experiments seem to point 
to the conclusion that the loss per linear unit is greatest in the pipe 

having the longest radius. 

Curved Pipes and Channels. Art. 166 411 

The same reasoning applies a . 
conduits, canals and rive In pproximately to the curves of 
dynarnic press~e P1 act:g· t andy thlength l there exists a radial 

. ' owar e outer bank d . 
currents m that direction hi h . an causmg 

1 
. , w c m connection · th th 

ve ocity that naturally th . ' W e greatcr 
on that side. This ma her eXISts, t_ends to deepen the channcl 
in winding courses Át ~pt tothexplam the reason why rivers run 

di 
. s e curve may be sl' ht b 

ra al flow due to the dynarnic ig , ut the 

pressure causes the outer bank 
to scour away; this increases 
the velocity V2 and decreases v 
(Fig. 156b), and this in tur~ 
hastens the scour on the outer 
and allows material to be de
posited on the inner side. Thus 
the process continues until a 
state of pe~anency is reached, Fig. 156b. 

and then the existing forces tend to m . . 
cross-currents which the di l amtam the curve. The 
actually seen in experime:~s ~eJressure produces have been 
found that they move in th 1Sed by Thomson, * and it is 
h e manner shown in th b fi 

t e motion toward the outer b nk . . e a oye gure, 
section, while along the wetteda ~emg m the upper part of the 
inner bank. When th l ~enmeter they flow toward the 

1 
e s ope 1s small and th 

ow, the influence of the . e mean velocity 
for higher slopes and t:05:3-currents ~ relatively greater than 

h 
' s 15 probably one of th 

t e sharpest curves are f d . e reasons why 
haps another reason for th ~~ thm streams of slight slope. Per-
f is is at at very low l . . 

o flow is different, the head va . ve oc1ties the law 
velocity (Art. 124). rymg as the first power of the 

The elevation of the water on th 
higher than on the inner. This is ont outer ~ank of a bend is 
the radial dynarnic p . ! ª partial consequence of 

th 
ressure, as m straight str . . 

at the water surface is cur ed th . eams it is also seen 
the velocity is greatest. i: thi e highest elevation being where 

s case cross-curreni> are also ob-
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the surface toward the center of the 
served which move near d the banks their motion 

d the bottom towar ' 
stream, an near . b f the static pressure consequent 
being due to the d1stur anee o 

h · rur water level. . 
upon t e varyi . ., . . . feet per second. If it be 

Th velocity lil a pipe is 9 d f 
Prob. 156. e mean . h w that the dynamic pressure-hea or 

laid on a curve of 3 feet r~d1~, s ; f t. If the radius of the curve be 6 
each foot in length of th~ pipe lS o. h4 ~\ What is the dynamic pressure-

. th dynam1c pressure- ea d ? 
feet, what 1s e locity is 3 feet per secon 
head for each case when the mean ve 

157 WATER I!AMMER IN PIPES AfT. . 
. i e is closed while the water is flowing, 

When a valve m a p ~ • d d as the valve descends, and 
. f the water is retar e . d 

the veloc1ty o . d d When the valve 1s close 
thus a dynamic pre~sure is pro uc~ . much greater than that due 

. kl thi dynam1c pressure may e " 
qmc y, s .. then called "water hammer or 
to the static press~re, and itf1s b n known to ·burst under this 

" Pipes ha ve o ten ee . 
"water raro. . t' f the maximum dynam1c 

d h ce the determma ion o F' 
cause, an en . . -a matter of irnportance. 1g. 
pressure of the water hammer is f ater hammer for the closing 
157 a illustrates the phenomena o w 
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. e where the water issues through a 
of a valve at the end of a p1p . sed to be a gage which 

At th entrance there is suppo 
nozzle. e . . hile the flow is in progress, 

. ters the static umt-pressure P1 w . Th b-
reg1s . when there is no flow. e a 

d the static umt-pressure Po . l Af ter 
an . nd at B the valve begms to e ose. 
scissas represent tim:, a BC the age registers the unit-pressure 

~es~o::t:t:~~~e:f s=~ interval ~he unit-pressure has decrea1ed 

• • 
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to Dd, and a series of oscillations follows until finally the dis
turbance ceases. A diagram of this kind may be autographically 
drawn by suitable mechanism connected with the pressure gage, 
and such were made in the experiments conduct~d by Carpenter,* 
as also in those of Fletcher. t 

Let p represent the excess of maximum dynamic unit-pressure 
over the static unit-pressure when there is no flow; that is, the 
difference of the ordinates Ce and &. This is the excess unit
pressure due to the water hammer, and it i~· required to determine 
an expression for its value. It is first to be noted that the actual 
dynarnic unit-pressure produced by the retardation of the veloc
ity is the difference of the ordinat~ Ce and Bb and this difference 
is p + Po - Pi, The dynamic pressure on the area a of the cross
section of the pipe is then (p + Po - P1)a, and for brevity this 
may be represented by P. If this pressure be regarded as 
varying uniformly from o up to P during the time t in which the 
valve .doses, its mean value is ½ P and its total impulse during 
this time is ½ Pt. If l be the length of the pipe, w the weight of 
a cubic unit of water, and v· the velocity during the flow, the total 
weight of water in the pipe is wal and its impulse is wal · v/ g. 
Equating these expressions of the impulse there is found P = 2 

walv/ gt, and replacing P by its value, there results 

2wl 
P=-v+p1 - Po (157)1 gt 

as the excess dynamic unit-pressure due to dosing the valve in 
the time t. This formula, having been deduced without consid
ering the fact that time is required for the transmission of stress 
through water, cannot be regarded as applicable to ali cases . 

In Art. 5 it was shown that the velocity with which any dis
turbance is propagated through water is about 4670 feet per 
second, and this velocity may be represented by u. Now let the 
pipe of length l have an open valve at the end, and Jet the water 
be flowing through every section with the velocity v. Then the 

. 
• * Transactions Ameriqio Society of Mechanical Engineers, 1894, vol. 15. 

t Engineering News, 1898, vol. 39, p. 323. 
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time l/ u must elapse after the valve begins to close before the 
velocity begins to be checked at the upper end of the pipe, and 
the further time of l/ u, must elapse before the pressure dueto this 
retardation can be transrnitted back to the valve. The total 
time 2l/u is then required before the gage at the valve can indi
cate the pressure due to the retardation of the velocity in the 
length l. Hence, if the time in which the valve doses be equal 
to or less than 2l/ u, the time t in the above formula is to be re-

placed by 2l/u, and thus 

p = wu V+ P1 - Po (157)2 
g 

is the maximum excess dynarnic unit-pressure that can occur in 
the pipe. · This depends upon the velocity of the water and upon 

the initial and final static pressures. 
The subject of water hammer in pipes is one of the most diffi

cult in hydromechanics, and the above investigation cannot be 
regarded as final. Formula (157)1 is probably corred only for 
a certain law of valve closing. Formula (157h, however, is cer
tainly correct, for it may be proved by other methods, one of 
which is as follows: When the water is in motion, the kinetic 
energy in a length ol at the gage is waol · v2 

/ 2g; when it is brought 
to rest under the unit-stress S, its stress energy is aol · S2/ 2E, if 
E be the modulus of elasticity of the w3:ter.* Equating these 
expressions, and substituting p + Po - Pi for S, there results for 

the excess dynarnic unit-pressure 

(Ew)½ p= g v+P1 -Po 

and this reduces to (157)2 if E be replaced by wu2/g, which is 

its value according to formula (5). 
When v is in f eet per second, and Po, Pi, and p are in pounds 

per square inch, these formulas become 
p=o.027(l/t)v+p1-Po p=63v+P1-Po (157)a 

the first of which is to be used when t is greater than o.000428l 
and the second when t is equal to or less than it, l being in f eet. 

• Merriman's Mechanics ¿¡ Materials (New Yotk, 1911), p. 306. • 
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From the first of these formulas tbe l f found to be va ue o t, when p = o, is 

t = 0.027 _lv_ 
Po-Pi 

which is the time of valve 1 . . 
water hammer. For exam;l;s:~; ~rd~r tha! there may be no 

~er square inch, l be 1903 fee¡ and : be 3 an P1 be 58 pounds 
IS 10.3 seconds. To prevent ili ff e 5 feet per second, then t 

e e ects of water ha · • 
customary to arrange valves so tbat th mmer, It is 
quickly, and the last formula furnishes e~ cannot be clos~d v~ry 
the time required in order th t e means of estimatrng 
over the static pressure p a no excess of dynarnic pressure 

o may occur. 

hav~~:~:bc:::~:r~:e~::~ J~~owsky at Moscow in 1898 * 
pipes of 2 

4 
and 6 inch di 

O 
o~ula (l57)2, Horizontal 

d ' ' es ameter, w1th lengths of 
an 1066 feet were used and th I 2494, ro50, 
o.03 seconds. 'Ten autog~aphic r:c:r~ at the end was closed in 
the length of a pipe and •t f g gages were placed along 

' 1 was ound that subst t · 11 h !:::::::";• ::;i:d
1
:ced at each, bu~ tha~i:: J'n'.e ~:; 

the valve; this wave length ~ fa~ther t_he d1stance of a gage from 
distance BD. The follo . is _s own m th~ above figure by the 

wrng IS a companson of the observed 

For tbe 4-inch Pipe 
1 For the 6-inch Pipe 
1 

\'elocity 
1 

Observtd 
1 

Computed Velocity Observed 
1 

Computed 
1 1 

0.5 

l 31 31 o.6 
1.9 ~IS n8 

43 38 
1.9 IOÓ 

2.9 168 183 
n8 

4.1 1 
3.0 173 189 

1 
232 258 5.6 

9.2 
1 

519 58o 
369 353 

7.5 426 472 

values of p + p p f o - 1 or a few of these • . 
values computed from (157) It. expenments With the 
than tbe computed values e;~e t ~s seen _that the observed are less 

P m one mstance, and Joukowsky 

• Stoss in Wasserleitungsrohren St p t 
from the Memoirs of the St p t 'b · e ersburg, 1900· Translation 

. e ers urg Academr., of Sciences. 
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concludes that, owing to the influence of the metal of the pipe~, 
the velocity u with which stress is tra,nsmitted in the water 1s 
abo~t 4200 instead of 4670 f eet per second. This conclusion 

may be applied in practice by using 59v instead of 63v in (157)a. 

Fig. 157a shows the waves of pressure for a ~ase where the 
valve is closed in a time greater than 2l/ u. F1g. 157b shows 

P., 
2 

Fig. 157b. 

----~-----~~- #~ 1 

to 
' 

a 

the oscillations for two cases, the broken line being for t = o. 7 
seconds and the full line for t = 0.3 seconds, both cases ref erring 
to a pipe for which the time 2l/u is about o.6 seconds. lt is seen 
that the crests of the waves are flat when the time of closing the 
valve is less than 2l/u, and diagrams of this kind only were drawn 

in the experiments of Joukowsky. 

In computing the thickness of water pipes it is customary to 
add 100 pounds per· square inch to the static pressure in order to 
allow for the influence of water hammer. This is equivalent, if 
p

1 
is zero, to making p0 + 100 equivalent to 63v; when v is 3 feet 

per second, then p0 is 89 pounds per square inch. S~ce these 
values of v and p are larger than the usual ones for a city water 
supply, the customary prac:ice is on the safe side ~or this c_a~e, 
but it would not give sufficient security for the h1gh veloc1t1es 
often used in pipe lines for power. plants. When a wave of dy
namic pressure travels toward a dead end of a pipe, the water 
hammer at that end may be two or three times as great as the 

maximum pressure given by the formula. 

In the case of a water power · plant supplied from a pipe or 
long penstock, a "surge tank" * may be placed near the lower end 
in order to prevent sudden changes in pressure due to sudden 

* Transactions American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 1908, p. 443• . 
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changes in load on the wheels and the consequent fluctuations of 
velocity within the feeding pipe. 

_Prob. 157. The pressure-head at the entrance to a nozzle is 400 feet 
wh<m there is no flow and 200 feet when the water is flowing. The pipe is 
1500 feet long and the velocity in it is 4 feet per second when the nozzle 
is in operation. Compute the excess dynamic pressure when the valve is 
closed in o. 7 seconds and also when it is closed in 0.3 seconds. 

ART. 158. MüVING V ANES 

A vane is a plane or curved surface which moves in a given 
direction under the dynamic pressure exerted by an impinging 
jet or stream. The direction of the motion of the vane depends 
upon the conditions of its construction; for example, the vanes 
of a water wheel can only move in a circumference around its axis. 
The simplest case for consideration, however, is that where the 
motion is in a straight line, and this alone will be considered in 
this article. The plane of the stream and vane is to be taken as 
horizontal, so that no direct action of gravity can influence the 
action of the jet. 

Let a jet with the velocity v impinge upon a vane which moves 
in the same, direction with the velocity u, and let the velocity of 

the jet relative to the surface at the point -=--v __..==s& 

of exit make an angle /3 with the reverse 
direction of u, as shown in Fig. 158a. 
The velocity of the stream relative to the 
surface is v - u, and the dynamic pres-
sure is the same as if the surface were at v-u 
rest and the stream moving with the ab- Fig. 

158ª· 
solute velocity v - u. Hence formula (154)1 directly applies, 
replacing v by v - u and 0 by 180º - /3, and the dynamic pres
sure is 

P = ( 1 + cos/3) W v - u 
g 

In this formula W is not the weight of the water which issues from 
the nozzle, but that which strikes and lea ves the vane, or W = wa 

(v - u); for under the condition here supposed the vane moves 
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continually away from the nozzle, and hence does not receive 

all the water wbich it delivers. 
Another method of deducing the last equation is as follows : 

At the point of exit let lines be drawn representing the vel~cities 
v - it and u; then, completing the parallelogram, the line V1 
is the absolute velocity of the departing jet (Art. 28). Let 0 be 
the angle wbich v1 makes with the direction of it, and /3 as before 
the angle between v - u and the reverse direction of it. Then 
the dynamic pressure on the vane is that due to the absolute 
impulse of the entering and departing streams : the former of 
these is W. v/g and the latter is W · Vi cos0/ g. Hence the result
ant dynamic pressure in the direction of the motion of the vane 

is the diff erence of these impulses, or 

p = W v - v1 cos0 
g 

But from the triangle between v1 and u 
v1 cos0 = u- (v - u) cos/3 

Inserting this, the value of the dynamic pressure is 

P =(1 +cos/3)Wv-u 
g 

wbich is the same as that found before. lf /3 = 180º, there is no 
pressure, and if /3 = oº, the stream is compl:tely reversed, and 
p attains its maximum value. The dynaffilC pressure may be 
exerted with different intensities upon different parts of the vane, 
but its total value in the direction of the motion is that given 

by the formula. 
Usually the direction of the motion is not the same as that of 

the jet. This case is shown in Fig. 158b, where the arrow marked 
F designates the direction of the impinging jet, and that marked 
p the direction of the motion of the vane, a. being the angle be
tween them. The jet having the velocity v impinges upon the 

· vane at A and in passing over it exerts a dynamic pressure P 
which cau~es it to move with the velocity u. At A let lines be 
drawn representing the intensities and directions of v and it, ~nd 
let the parallelogram of velocities be formed as shown; the line 
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V then represents the velocity of the water relative to the vane 
at A. The stream passes over the surface and lea ves it at B 
with the same relative velocity V, if not retarded by friction or 
foam. At B let lines be drawn 
to represent u and V, and let 
/3 be the angle which V makes 
with the reverse direction of u· 

' let the parallelogram be com-
pleted, giving V1 for the abso
lute velocity of the departing 
water, and let 0 be the angle 
which it makes with u. The 
total pressure in the direction 

Fig. 158b. 

of the motion is now to be regarded as that caused by the com
ponents in that direction of the initial and the final impulse of 
~he water. Th~ impulse of the stream before striking the vane 
is W · v/g and 1ts component in the direction of the motion is 
~ · v cosa./ g • The impulse of the stream as it lea ves the van e 
Is W · v1/ g and its component in the direction of the motion is 
W · V1 c?:>s0/ g. The difference of these components is the result
ant dynamic pressure in the given direction, or 

p = Wv cosa-v1 cos0 
g 

(158) 

~his i.s a general formula for the dynamic pressure in any given 
direction upon a vane moving in a straight line, if a and 0 be the 
angles between that direction and those of v and v1• If the surface 
be at rest, v and v1 are equal and the formula reduces to (154)2• 

If it be required to find the numerical value of P, the given 
data ar: the velocities v and u and the angles a and f3. The term 
V1 cos~ 1s hence to be expressed in terms of these quantities. From 
the tnangle at B between v1 and tt, there is found 

v1 cos0 = u - V cosf3 

and substituting this, the formula becomes 

p = W v cosa. - u+ V cosf3 
g 
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which is often a more convenient form for discussion. The 
value of V is found from the triangle at A between u and v, 

thus: 

and hence tbe dynamic pressure P is fully determined in terrns of 

the given data. 
In order that the stream may enter tangentially upon the vane, 

and thus prevent foam, the curve of tbe vane at A should be tan
gent to the direction of V. This direction can be found by ex
pressing the angle cp in terms of the given angle a. Thus from 
the relation between the sides and angles of the triangle included 

between u, v, and V there is found 

sin (cp- a)/ sincf, = u/v 

which is easily reduced to the form 

cotcf, = cota - ~ vsma 

from which cp can be computed when u, v, and a are given. 
For example, if ti, be equal to ½v, and if a be 30º, then cotcf, is 0.732, 
whence the angle cp should be 53¾º, in order that the jet ntay enter 
without impact. If the angle made by the vane with the direc
tion of motion be greater or less than this value, sorne loss due to 

impact will result at the given speed. 
Prob. 158. Given 11 = 86.6 and v = 100.0 feet per second, and a = 30º . 

What should be the value of the angle i/1 in order that no los.5 by impact 
may occur? Draw the parallelogram showing the velocities tt, v, and V. 

ART. 159. WoRK DERIVED FROM MoVING VANEs 

The work imparted to a moving vane by the energy of the 
impinging water is equal to the product of the dynamic pressure 
P, which is exerted in the direction of the motion and the space 
through which it moves.. If u be the space described in one 

second, or the velocity of the vane, the work per second is 

k=Pu 

This expression is now to be di~cussed in order to determine the 

value of u which makes k a maximum. 

:Work derived from l\Ioving Vanes. Art. 169 421 

as t~~~= ~he_ va~e moves in a straight line in the same direction 
. . pmgmg Jet and the water enters it tangentially as shown 
m IF1g. 154b, the work imparted is found by inserting' for p 'ts 
va ue from (154) If b h 

1 
d h . l• a e t e area of the cross-section of the jet 

a(n w t e we1ght of a cubic unit of water the weight W . • 
v - u), and then ' is wa 

k = (r + cos/3) W (v-u)u = (r + cos/3)-wa (v-u,)2u 
g g 

The value of ti, which d k . . ren ers a max1mum is obtained b 
equatmg to zero the derivative of k with respect to u, or y 

ok _f. wa ou - ~~ + cos /3)- (v2- 4vu+ 3u2) = o 
g 

from which the value of u is ½v, and accordingly 

k = •l-r ( r + cos/3) wa ~ 
. 2g 
is the maximum work that can be done by the vane in one 
second. The theoretic energy of the impinging jet is 

v2 v3 
K=W-=wa-

2g 2g 

a;~hthe efliciency of the vane is the ratio of tbe effective work 
o e vane to tbe theoretic energy of the water, or 

e= k/K = 28r (r + cos/3) !~: :~8:~, :he j~t gliºdes along the vane without producing work 
. . . ' if /3 - 90 ' the water departs from the vane normal 

to its ongmal direction ande= "28,,; if /3 = oº the di . 
stream is reversed and e = H. , rectton of the 

be oI::?peedarbs from the abo;e ~at the greatest efficiency which can 
m Y a vane movmg m t · h lin 

of a jet of water is #. that is th aff s r_a1g t ~ under the impulse 
• , , e e ective work 15 only about 

cent of the theoretic energy attainable. Thi . d 59 per-:~:;:!:::~~::~: ::: reach~ an.Í ¡~:: _,:: ::.~;:,:::~ 
water issues; and, secondly, th: :::e: ~~ m~uthp1ece from :"'hich the 
absolute velocity oflv A . . vmg the vane still has an 

"3 • vane movmg m a straight li · h 
a poor arrangement for utiliz' . . ne is t erefore mg energy, and it will also be seen upon 


